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The crime which bankrupts men and states is 

that of job-work: declining from your main 

design to serve a turn here or there.
- RALPH WALDO EMERSON
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The goal of today’s workshop is to define, document, and implement our One 
Thing

▪ We’ll start by explaining how lack of focus affects us

▪ We’ll provide some examples of One Thing

▪ We’ll define what One Thing is

▪ We’ll create our own One Thing

▪ We’ll document our One Thing

▪ We’ll reflect on our current position given our newly adopted One Thing

▪ We’ll summarize and document next steps
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What is the purpose of our team?

▪ Take 2 minutes

▪ Write down the purpose of your team on the white board



How lack of purpose affects us
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▪ We’re going to make our Widgets API super fast

▪ And we need to support xml 

▪ And we need a new UI for the administrative component

▪ And we need to migrate off JBoss

▪ And we need to add a few new fields 

▪ And we need to integrate with 5 new partners

▪ And we need to improve our unit and integration tests

▪ And…

Often a project can feel like this…
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▪ Which stories should be prioritized?

▪ What’s the goal?

▪ How do we measure our success?

▪ How does this help generate revenue or cut costs?

▪ Why does this circle exist?

▪ What’s my role in all this?

Which can leave everyone feeling a bit like this…
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▪ I know my team’s priorities

▪ I know where we’re going

▪ I know how we’re measuring our success

▪ I know how I help increase revenue or cut costs

▪ I know the long-term reason for the existence of this circle

▪ I know my role on the team

When everyone wants to feel like this…



Examples of One Thing
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United Kingdom Digital Champion example

▪ New role created by the Prime Minister

▪ Tasked with championing the benefits of the internet

▪ What purpose statement would you create for the role?

What’s different about her purpose statement?

Martha Lane Fox’s One Thing:

Get everyone in the 

UK online by 2012
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Hurricane Katrina relief example

▪ Hurricane Katrina makes landfall August 2005

▪ Two years later, the Lower 9th Ward in New Orleans is still not 

rebuilt

▪ What purpose statement would you create for a non-profit to 

help rebuild?

What’s different about his purpose statement?

Brad Pitt’s One Thing:

Build 150 
affordable, green, 

storm-resistant 
homes for families 
living in the Lower 

9th Ward
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Cal Newport Grad School Example

▪ Cal Newport, best-selling author of Deep Work, Digital 

Minimalism, and five other books

▪ C.S. Professor at Georgetown University

▪ What purpose statement would you create for Ph.D student in 

his 3rd year at MIT?

What’s different about his purpose statement?

Cal Newport’s One Thing:

Publish five high-
quality peer-

reviewed papers in 
the upcoming 
academic year



What is One Thing?
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▪ One Thing must…

▪ be inspirational (motivating, arouse a terrifying longing) and concrete (measurable)

▪ empower team members to evaluate the merit of a new idea or request

▪ Be an outcome not an output

▪ One Thing is one decision that eliminates an infinite number of other options

One Thing is crucial to team success

The results of this research were startling: when there was a high level of clarity of purpose, the 

team and the people in it overwhelmingly thrived…"Clarity equals success.“
-Essentialism by Greg McKeown

“The more you try to do, the less you actually accomplish.”
-The 4 Disciplines of Execution

“If you want to win the war for attention, don’t try to say ‘no’ to trivial 

distractions you find on the information smorgasbord; try to say ‘yes’ to 

the subject that arouses a terrifying longing, and let the terrifying 

longing crowd out everything else.”
-The Art of Focus by David Brooks
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▪ Get everyone in the UK online by 2012

▪ Inspirational: a big goal, new job opportunities and possibilities for those 

benefitted

▪ Concrete: no vagueness; 12/31/2012 is everyone online or not?

▪ Empowering: we have an opportunity speed up internet for existing consumers.  

Should we take it?

▪ Build 150 affordable, green, storm-resistant homes for families living in the 

Lower 9th Ward

▪ Inspirational: big goal, these families may not otherwise have shelter 

▪ Concrete: no vagueness; not 149 homes.  150 or bust.

▪ Empowering: we have an opportunity to help families in the 3rd ward.  Should 

we take it?

Let’s review the examples to see how they meet the One Thing criteria



Creating our own One Thing
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What is the One Thing of our team?

▪ Go back to whiteboards

▪ Circle common themes between your One Thing and other’s

▪ Write your own draft of One Thing for your circle

▪ Start with a rough draft and iterate

Is it inspirational?

Is it concrete?

Does it empower team members to evaluate the merit of a new idea?
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There are some common pitfalls in creating One Thing

▪ Choosing an output over an outcome

▪ Outputs: decisions, information, emails, meetings, etc.

▪ Outcomes: increased user engagement, increased revenue, etc.

▪ Choosing an outcome above our level

▪ Each team should ensure they’re not aiming for the specific goal of their parent but rather that their One Thing 

supports the One Thing of their parent

▪ It’s OK for One Thing to be something beyond our control but it should solidly within our influence

▪ We can’t force users to log in more often, but we can influence their decision to do so by making our tool as helpful and easy to 

use as possible

“Projects are outputs and product is all 

about outcome.”

-Marty Cagan, Inspired

Is it inspirational?

Is it concrete?

Does it empower team members to evaluate the merit of a new idea?
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Let’s document our decision



What does this mean for us?
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Having One Thing is a worthless first step if it’s not adhered to

Squirrel!

“Structures were simpler” – Architectural Digest

“Its designs were simpler and less conspicuous” – Bloomberg

▪ Make It Right completed 109/150 homes

▪ Many of the homes have structural issues

▪ Lawsuits have been filed

▪ Home Again was another non-profit that sought to do the 

same thing but was much more successful

▪ Where did Home Again succeed that Make It Right failed?

“The lasting lesson of the project may be that the excitement that flows from flashy 

opening fanfare can only do so much. The test is everything that follows.”

-Bloomberg

“150 homes are outputs, not outcomes” – Scott Decker ☺
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We have One Thing.  What does this change for the Product Manager?

▪ Product Manager now has…

▪ a guiding North star to determine story priority

▪ an objective reason when turning down requests from other teams

▪ a responsibility to drive the team towards the goal

▪ 94% of car crashes caused by human error…it is the Product Manager’s responsibility to steer the car, not the car’s responsibility

“It doesn’t matter how good your engineering team is if they aren’t given something 

worthwhile to build.”

-Marty Cagan, Inspired
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We have One Thing.  What does this change for the team members?

▪ Members of the dev team…

▪ know their overall objective

▪ know how their success will be measured

▪ can feel a pride in accomplishing a defined goal

▪ can speak to the objective of their application

▪ are empowered to ask, “Does this support our One Thing?” and “If we don’t do this, would it hurt our One Thing?”

“We need teams of missionaries, not teams of mercenaries.”

-John Doerr, Venture Capitalist
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We have One Thing.  What does this change for the Executive?

▪ Executives can begin organizing circles around the various One Things in conjunction with the MECE 

principle

▪ Each team has One Thing which is Mutually Exclusive and Collectively Exhaustive from other teams

▪ Enables clarity on which team should handle which requests

To increase profit 15% year 
over year 5 years in a row

To increase revenue by 10 % year 
over year 5 years in a row

To increase vehicle sales volume 
by 5% year over year 5 years in 

a row

To achieve a 80% pass rate on 
the annual Sales Consultants 

Proficiency test

To hold in-person training at 
80% of the dealerships with 

75% of sales consultants 
attending

To have 50% of sales 
consultants logging in on a 

weekly basis

Toyota Engage

Peer Teams

Parent Team
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60%20%

20%

% of Capacity - Healthy Example

Essential Intent work

Overhead

Prod Support

What can’t we do with One Thing?

▪ It isn’t a means to say “No” to work you don’t feel like doing

▪ It doesn’t eliminate the need to support Prod environments or carry out necessary overhead tasks

▪ It isn’t to be changed with every shift in the wind

▪ Changes to One Thing need to be agreed upon by the entire team including Product Manager

96%

2%

2%

Unhealthy Examples

10%

45%

45%

“Realize that there are sometimes strategic reasons for doing specific 

product work, such as support a partnership.  If it happens a lot, the that’s 

a different issue, but it’s usually infrequent.  If that’s the case, don’t stress 

over it.  Just give the team as much context as you can.”

-Marty Cagan, Inspired
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Does our work reflect our One Thing?

▪ Pull up top 20 stories in JIRA

▪ Questions to ask ourselves:

▪ “Is this story directly in line with out One Thing?”

▪ “If we don’t do this story, will it set us back in regard to our One Thing?”

▪ “Does this move us forward toward reaching our fiscal year goal?”

▪ Consider using labels to track

▪ Your success in reaching your One Thing is directly related to the ruthlessness you apply 

when evaluating your backlog

60%20%

20%

Essential Intent work

Overhead

Prod Support
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Here is where we stand in the EI maturity model

Chaos Direction Tracking
Decision 
Making

Hitting FY 
Goals

Accomplished 
EI

Chaos
This is where most teams start. There are multiple priorities and no clear direction. The team is largely reactive to the latest 

fire of the week rather than proactively driving change in a purposeful direction. There is no tracking of how much capacity is

spent on each type of activity.

Action items:
1. Reach out to scott@mnotb.com to schedule One Thing workshop

mailto:scott@mnotb.com
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Here is where we stand in the EI maturity model

Chaos Direction Tracking
Decision 
Making

Hitting FY 
Goals

Accomplished 
EI

Direction
This is where most teams leave the EI workshop.  They now have One Thing that all have agreed upon as well as a fiscal year 

goal.  There is a sense of "I know what we're trying to do!" but not yet a sense of "We're actually doing it!“

Action items:
1. You likely left the workshop with a list of action items.  Don't let those fall thru the cracks!  

2. If you don't have the mechanisms in place to measure your KPIs, put them in place.  Agree on exactly how your success will 

be measure.

3. Begin tracking how much capacity is going towards EI work each sprint.  You may want to also break down the other work 

into more granular buckets (prod support, etc)
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Here is where we stand in the EI maturity model

Chaos Direction Tracking
Decision 
Making

Hitting FY 
Goals

Accomplished 
EI

Tracking
You have One Thing, you're tracking your KPIs and how much capacity is going towards your EI, but you aren't yet making 

decisions based on any of this new information.  Time for the culture change!  Up to this point, this was largely a theoretical 

exercise, but now the rubber meets the road.  Will you stay the course or be tossed by the waves?  Will you learn to protect 

the mission and capacity of the team or cave to every request that comes in?

Action items:
1. Verify everyone on the team (from jr developer to chief Product Manager) is getting the reports on the KPIs

2. Verify everyone on the team (from jr developer to chief Product Manager) is aware of how much capacity is going to EI vs 

non-EI work each sprint

3. Go thru the backlog as a team and reprioritize based on EI.  Make this a regular part of each backlog grooming session.

4. If more than 50% of the team capacity is repeatedly going towards non-EI work, escalate this risk.  The team is unlikely to 

hit their fiscal year goal if they are continuously pulled in other directions.

5. Everyone should get in the habit of asking "Does this story support our One Thing?  If we don't do this story, will it set us 

back in reaching our fiscal year goal?"
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Here is where we stand in the EI maturity model

Chaos Direction Tracking
Decision 
Making

Hitting FY 
Goals

Accomplished 
EI

Decision Making
You've taken the huge step of letting the process work.  You're setting priority based on your One Thing.  You're turning down 

requests because they don't align with your One Thing.  Great job! 

Action items:
1. Keep asking "Does this story support our One Thing?  If we don't do this story, will it set us back in reaching our fiscal year 

goal?"

2. Keep watching your KPIs 

3. Start running small tests to judge the impact on your KPIs.  Multiple things can help you accomplish your fiscal year goal, 

but which ones have the biggest bang for the buck?  Associate changes in KPIs with which enhancements were deployed 

that week

4. Continue holding quarterly check-ins to make sure capacity is staying devoted to the One Thing and to measure your 

progress towards your fiscal year goal
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Here is where we stand in the EI maturity model

Chaos Direction Tracking
Decision 
Making

Hitting FY 
Goals

Accomplished 
EI

Hitting FY Goals
You're crushing it!  You have One Thing, you track your KPIs and how much capacity is going towards EI work each sprint, you 

base your prioritization decisions on your EI, and you've started ticking off your fiscal year goals.  Nice work!

Action items:
1. Celebrate!  Hitting a fiscal year goal is a big deal for everyone on the team. Take the time to get everyone together, go thru 

each objective metric you set out to hit, recap where you landed, give props to each other, and toast to your continued 

success

2. Don't let up.  It can be easy to let good habits slide.  Your continued success will depend on your ability to keep being 

disciplined

3. Work to onboard new team members to the culture of One Thing.  Use it as a tool to help them understand the purpose 

of the team and how it's used daily to direct the team

4. Become an evangelist.  You've found something that is making a marked difference for your team.  Tell others!  If you 

move to a new team, take the knowledge with you.  If you'd like to go thru the workshop with your new team, email 

scott.decker_sub@parivedasolutions.com
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Here is where we stand in the EI maturity model

Chaos Direction Tracking
Decision 
Making

Hitting FY 
Goals

Accomplished 
EI

Accomplished One Thing
Congratulations!  Thru years of discipline, staying true to the goal, and making some tough decisions along the way, you've 

accomplished your One Thing.  You've helped develop a culture of like-mindedness where high performing teams act in 

unison to achieve their goals.

Action items:
1. Celebrate!  Hitting your One Thing is a HUGE deal for everyone on the team. Take the time to get everyone together 

offsite, go thru each objective metric you set out to hit, recap where you landed, give props to each other, and toast to your 

continued success

2. Set a new One Thing.  What is next for this team or application?  Is there a higher metric to hit or is it best to set our sights 

elsewhere?  Work to schedule a new EI workshop with scott.decker_sub@parivedasolutions.com to work thru this 

conversation

3. Continue sharing your EI story and spreading the culture of singular focus



Summary
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Summary

▪ One Thing must…

▪ be inspirational and concrete

▪ empower team members to evaluate the merit of a new idea or request

▪ One Thing leads to increased clarity of purpose and increased productivity

▪ Each team should revisit their One Thing on a yearly basis

▪ Each team should generate a fiscal year goal to ensure they’re taking material 

steps forward toward their final goal
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Recommended reading to continue building on these concepts

Essentialism by Greg McKeown Inspired by Marty Cagan Deep Work by Cal Newport



Appendix


